ABSTRACT The emerging of social networks, e.g., Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram, has eventually changed the way in which we live. Social networks are acquiring and storing a significant amount of profile information and daily activities of over billions of active users. The data sets, drawn from the social networks, are becoming great sources for exploring and attracting huge interests from different research communities. However, publishing social network data sets have also raised serious security and privacy risks; it is highly likely that they will be targeted by the hackers due to their substantially commercial values. To deal with the problem of privacy leakage, a number of attack models and corresponding privacy preserving solutions have been proposed recently. A common approach is to anonymize the identities of the users when publishing the data sets while we argue that the remaining relationship is sufficient to identify an anonymized user. In this paper, we define a new type of attack as attribute couplet attack. The attribute couplet attack facilitates the relationship of a couplet of anonymous nodes (i.e., a pair of users) and some limited background information to unveil the protected identities. To achieve privacy-preservation under attribute couplet attacks, we propose a new anonymity concept as k-couplet anonymity. A social network data set satisfies the k-couplet anonymity if, for any pair of nodes, there exist at least the other k − 1 couplets sharing the same attributes. Then, we design and implement two heuristic algorithms to promote the k-couplet anonymity. Furthermore, we design an approximate algorithm for multiple-attribute social networks to realize the k-couplet anonymity. The evaluation results on multiple data sets demonstrate that the privacy and utility of the social network data sets can be well preserved, when incorporating the proposed k-couplet anonymity and the associate heuristic algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Human's activities on social networks are booming with the fast popularity of smart mobile devices (e.g., smartphones, tablets) and pervasive availability of high speed networks (e.g., Wifi and 4G). Social networks including Facebook, Twitter, Instagram provide prolific services for the users meanwhile maintaining millions or even billions of users' profile information and daily routines. Datasets drawn from social networks are attracting significant attentions from different research communities and have been studied extensively in the literature [1] - [3] . Releasing the datasets will foster the research on social networks and is possible to bring new services for the users.
However, one major concern on publishing these datasets is the potential privacy leakage of the individuals involved in the datasets. The sensitive information of the individuals is exposed under many different types of privacy attacks, including structural attacks, neighborhood attacks, mutual friends attacks, etc., [4] - [9] . The privacy leakage leads to unprecedented social and economic losses. Many researches have been proposed recently to deal with the above privacy attacks on social networks [10] - [14] . The common principle behind these approaches is to guarantee anonymity for the individuals so that the privacy can be preserved.
Social networks can be represented as directed or undirected graphs and we only consider the undirected graphs in this paper. In an undirected graph, the nodes contain the attributes of the individuals (e.g., age, sex, profession, etc.) in social networks and any two nodes will be connected with an edge if the corresponding individuals are in friends relationship. To preserve individuals' privacy in a released dataset, a common strategy taken before publishing the dataset is to remove the identities and discard the privacy-sensitive attributes of the individuals. However, as our following discussion, an adversary is still able to recover the identities of the individuals by utilizing the remaining attributes and friend relationship between a pair of nodes (i.e., a couplet) so that the anonymity fails.
In this paper, we introduce a new attack model which facilities a pair of individuals in friend relationship and their attributes to infer the identities of the anonymized individuals. We term it as Attribute Couplet Attack. In attribute couplet attack, a public dataset from a social network has gone through anonymization where the identities have been removed. An adversary obtains limited background information about some identities, e.g., professions, from social networks services (Facebook, Twitter, etc) then he/ she conducts attribute couplet attacks to localize these identities in the public dataset to acquire more private information and deduce the other identities. To make life easier, we demonstrate the attribute couplet attack in Fig. 1 . Fig. 1(a) is a sample of small dataset obtained from social networks. Each vertex is marked with its corresponding identity and profession (e.g., doctor or teacher in the example). Then the identities are removed for anonymity as shown in Fig. 1(b) . In an attribute couplet attack, an adversary uses an attribute couplet (which is known existing in the network) which contains the identities of Mary and Bob and their professions. The attack is successful as the adversary utilizes the knowledge that Mary and Bob are friends and their professions are teacher and doctor respectively meanwhile this attribute couplet is unique in the small social network.
To protect the social network datasets from attribute couplet attacks, we propose a new anonymity concept for privacy preserving. We call it k-couplet anonymity with respect to the traditional k-anonymity concept. A published dataset is said to satisfy the k-couplet anonymity property if any attribute couplet contained in the published dataset cannot be distinguished from at least k − 1 other attribute couplets. In other words, the k-couplet property guarantees that the probability that the identities of any couplet can be inferred is lower than 1/k. To achieve this property, we design two heuristic algorithms to anonymize the released dataset from social networks: the Attribute Generalization (AG) algorithm clusters the nodes and generalizes the attributes. Then Attribute Cluster Anonymization (ACA) algorithm anonymizes the nodes clusters meanwhile preserving as much utility as possible. Furthermore, we propose an Approximate Multiple-Attribute Generalization (AMAG) Algorithm for the social networks with multiple attributes. The contributions of this paper are as follows:
• In this paper, we find and define a new privacy attack model, e.g., attribute couplet attack. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first piece of work investigating this new type of attack model.
• Corresponding to the attribute couplet attack, we propose the concept of k-couplet anonymity. A released dataset will be robust to the attribute couplet attacks if it satisfies k-couplet anonymity.
• To achieve k-couplet anonymity, we propose two heuristics to generalize the attributes and anonymize the couplets in a dataset to be released meanwhile preserving the utility.
• In order to realize the k-couplet anonymity, we propose an approximate attribute generalization algorithm for the social networks with more than one attributes.
• At last, we conduct intensive evaluations on multiple public datasets which are popular used in social network studies. The results show that the proposed algorithms are resilient to the attribute couplet attacks meanwhile preserving dataset utility.
The organization of the rest of this paper is as follows. We first review the related literature in Section II. Section III introduces the definitions related to the problem. Then we propose the possible solutions in Section IV. In Section V we evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithms on the publicly available datasets. Finally, we conclude the whole paper in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we will review the related literature about privacy preserving in social networks.
The social networks are vulnerable under different types of attacks [15] - [18] . One common solution is to protect the original data through encryption and decryption processing [19] , however, this approach is computationally intensive when the dataset is large. The other mainstream of the solutions are preserving the privacy based on the concept of k-Anonymity [20] proposed by Liu et al. which is the focus of this paper. A released dataset satisfies the k-anonymity, if for any node, it cannot be distinguished from at least another k − 1 nodes. Sun et al., [7] proposed a promoted anonymization concept, termed as k-NMF anonymity which was designed to solve the problem of mutual friends attacks. To deal with the new attack mechanism which utilized the degrees of the nodes and friend relationship to attack privacy, the k-automorphism model was proposed. The k-automorphism modeled the original social network into a k-automorphic network. At last, the most recent work [21] combined the k-anonymity and randomization process to further improve the privacy preserving property in a social network dataset.
In this paper, we focus on the privacy attacks on the attributes/ labels and friend relationship which are known to disclose sensitive information. In [22] , the authors proposed to preserve the shortest paths between the pairs of nodes to prevent the adversary from inferring the sensitive information. One way to protect the sensitive attributes or labels is generalizing the attributes [11] , [23] - [25] which includes replacing or recording a value with less specific but semantically consistent value. For example, Zhou et al. incorporated generalization methods in social networks and then proposed a practical solution to deal with neighborhood attacks. The method modeled the social networks as labeled graphs and could be used to answer aggregate network queries with high accuracy. In this way, both privacy and utility could be preserved. Yuan et al. [26] introduced a new framework to provide user specific privacy preservation services on demands. It adopted both attributes generalization and structure protection techniques to provide three different privacy protection services. Then they defined a k-degree-l-diversity anonymity model which preserved the privacy of both structural information and sensitive attributes.
III. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we will provide some preliminary information which is essential in this work including some technical terms frequently used in this paper, the design of the attribute couplet attack model and the proposed the k-couplet anonymity solution for the attack.
Definition 1 (Attribute Social Network): An attribute social network is defined as an undirected graph G = (V , E, A, D, ϕ), where V is the node set, E ⊆ V × V is the edge set, A is the attribute set of the nodes, D is the domain of the attribute set A, ϕ is the mapping functions from attributes to values.
We use v(A i ) to denote the value of an attribute of a node v, where A i ∈ A. v [A i ] is used to represent the set of attribute values of v. The number of attributes in each node is denoted by |A|. In Fig. 1 we present an example of an attribute social network when |A| = 1, where A={profession}. In Fig.2 , In Fig. 1(b) , there are three pairs of attribute couplet which are (doctor, teacher), (teacher, teacher) and (doctor, doctor) respectively. We call this type of attribute couplets, when |A| = 1, as single attribute couplets. In Fig. 2(b) , the attribute couplets, i.e., ({doctor, LA},{teacher, CA}), ({teacher, CA},{teacher, NY}), ({doctor, LA},{doctor, CA}), are termed as multiple attribute couplets because of |A| = 2.
A. ATTRIBUTE COUPLET ATTACKS
Given a graph of anonymized attribute social network, the adversaries try to utilize the background knowledge of some attribute couplets to reveal the users' identities. For example, as shown in Fig. 2(b) , an adversary has the background knowledge that Mary is represented by the node with an attribute couplet of ({doctor, LA},{teacher, CA}). As this attribute couplet is unique in the graph; the adversaries can identify Mary in the anonymous network in Fig. 2(b) . However, we can see from From Def. 3 we can find that the nodes set and the attributes of G and G are the same while the edge set and the attribute mapping functions are different. This guarantees the completeness of the users in social networks. It means we only modify the edges and attribute values in the networks, such as deleting or inserting edges and modifying the values of attributes to achieve k-couplet anonymity; the node set remains the same.
It is known that a graph of social network shown in Fig. 2 is vulnerable under attribute couplet attacks. To achieve k-couplet anonymity, we modify this network to enable k-couplet anonymity with k = 2 and k = 5. The results are shown in Fig. 3 . Specifically, Fig. 3 (a) demonstrates an anonymous network with k = 2. For example, user Bob has the same attribute couplet values ({teacher, CA}, {doctor, LA}) with user Ford. Thus adversaries can not identify Bob by using these attribute couplet values. Another example is that Mary has an attribute couplet with values ({doctor, LA}, {teacher, CA}), while Ed and Jane have the same attribute couplet values. Therefore the adversaries cannot identify Mary using couplet attribute attacks. Fig. 3(b) gives an anonymous networks with k = 5 which means, for each node in the network, there are at least another four nodes have the identical attribute couplet values. So the anonymous network achieves 5-couplet anonymity.
It is worth noting that we do not consider the number of attribute couplets of each node in the attack. For example in Fig. 3(a) , Mary has two neighbor nodes with the attribute couplet values of ({doctor, LA}, {teacher, CA}) while Ed and Jane have only one. In this case we still consider these nodes as identical under these attribute couplet attacks.
Property 1 (k-Couplet Anonymity): Given an attribute social network G and a k-couplet anonymized network G , any node in G can not be identified in G with probability larger than 1/k under couplet attribute attacks.
Problem 1 (k-Couplet Anonymity Problem):
Input: an attribute social network G; Output: a k-couplet anonymized network G .
where Dis(G, G ) is the edit distance of the two networks. To achieve k-couplet anonymity, we design two heuristic algorithms to anonymize the released dataset from social networks: the Attribute Generalization (AG) algorithm clusters the nodes and generalizes the attributes; then the Attribute Cluster Anonymization (ACA) algorithm anonymizes the nodes clusters meanwhile preserving as much utility as possible.
IV. k-COUPLET ANONYMIZATION ALGORITHMS
In this section, we first present the k-couplet anonymization algorithm on single-attribute social networks, in which each node has only one attribute, i.e. |A| = 1. Then we provide an algorithm for multiple-attribute social networks.
A. SINGLE-ATTRIBUTE COUPLET ANONYMIZATION ALGORITHMS
First, we propose the algorithms for anonymization in single-attribute social networks.
1) ATTRIBUTE GENERALIZATION (AG) ALGORITHM
In this part, we modify the attribute values and partition the nodes into different clusters according to their attribute couplet values. At the same time, we should guarantee the number of nodes in each cluster is no less than k.
In order to reduce the information loss in the anonymization process, we generalize the attribute values of nodes. The fine-grained and specific attribute values are categorized into more general values. For example, dentist can be generalized to doctor, undergraduate can be generalized to be student and so on. We construct an Generalization Tree (GTree) to explain the process as shown in Fig. 4 . 
where |path(v(A i ), v(A i ) )| is the length of the path from v(A i ) to v(A i ) and h is the height of the GTree. Based on the GTree, we partition the nodes into different clusters while the size of each cluster is no less than k. To achieve above requirements, we should first rank all the nodes according to their attribute values. The major goal behind ranking is to arrange the nodes whose attribute values in the same subtrees close to each other. The nodes are coarsely clustered spontaneously after ranking. We present the pseudo-code of the ranking process in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Rank Algorithm
Initialize all the weights of nodes in T to 0 2: for each v ∈ V do 3: Update the weight of v(A) in T , w(v(A))++ 4: for each node v in T do 5: Compute the total weights sum in the subtree ST whose root is v 6: if sum > max and sum ≥ k then 7: candidate = ST 8: Put the nodes of G into q, whose attribute values are in the subtree candidate 9: Delete the nodes in candidate from T 10: if the weight of T is smaller than k then 11: put the nodes of whose attributes are in T into q 12: return q
The algorithm initializes the weights of nodes in T for storing the numbers of attribute values (Line 1). The initialization cost is O(|T |). Then the weights are updated in T (Line 2-3) which costs O(|V |). Then for each node v in the generalization tree, we compute the total weights of the subtree whose root is v and record the subtree whose weights are maximum. Meanwhile, the size of the nodes in G corresponding to this subtree must be larger than k because each cluster must have more than k nodes to realize the k-couplet anonymity (Line 4-7). Then the nodes of G are put into the sequence q (Line 8), and the generalization tree is updated (Line 9). The total cost of the above process is O(|T | 2 ). If the number of left nodes are less than k, all of them are put into q (Line 10-11). Finally the node sequence q is returned (Line 12). The overall time complexity of Algorithm 1 is O(|V | + |T | 2 ).
Then we propose the AG algorithm for node generalization. Based on the order of the outputs from Algorithm 1, we partition nodes into different clusters. At the same time, each cluster should have no less than k nodes as in the following step, we will assign a unique attribute value for all the nodes within one cluster and make the nodes within one cluster satisfying k-couple anonymous.
The main process of attributes generalization is as follows. At first, we select the first k nodes from the node order q = v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n and insert them into V 1 . Then if v k+1 has the same ancestor with any node in V 1 , we insert v i+1 into V 1 and turn to v i+2 as the iteration process. If not, we select the next k nodes from q and insert them into V i+1 . When all the nodes are partitioned into different clusters, we assign an attribute value for each cluster. Through Def. 4, we select the generalized attribute value which minimizes the total generalization cost for all nodes within one cluster.
Algorithm 2 AG Algorithm
Insert the k nodes into V i and delete them from q 4: for The first node v in q and any node in V i have the same ancestor do 5: Insert v into V i and delete v from q 6: if |q| < k then 7: Insert the nodes in q into V i 8: delete them from q 9: until q = ∅ 10: for each cluster V i do 11: Select an attribute value t which minimizes
The attribute generalization algorithm is given in Algorithm 2. For each iteration, we create a cluster whose size is not smaller than k. We select the first k nodes from q, which guarantees each cluster has no less than k nodes, and create a new cluster V i (Line 1-3 ). Then we select the first node v in q. If the attribute value of v can be generalized into the values of the other nodes in V i , we insert v into V i . If the nodes have the same ancestor, we consider their attribute values to be generalized with small cost (Line 4-5). If the nodes in q can not construct a cluster, we put the left nodes into the latest cluster (Line 6-8). Next we need to assign each cluster an attribute value. We select one attribute value which can minimize the total cost (Line 10-11). Finally, the clusters
We then compute the computational complexity of the algorithm. In each iteration, we need O(1) time to create a new cluster and insertion nodes in q to the cluster costs O(|V |). Then it costs O(1) to allocate the remaining nodes in q which can not construct a new cluster and the cost for each iteration is O( |V |/k ). Thus the time cost for the clustering is O( |V |/k |V |). For each cluster, we compute an attribute value. The number of attribute values is the size of the generalization tree. We compute the generalization 
2) ATTRIBUTE CLUSTER ANONYMIZATION (ACA) ALGORITHM
In k-couplet anonymized networks, the nodes which have the same attribute values should also have the same attribute couplet values. For example, for v ∈ V , the attribute couplet values of v are (a, a 1 ), (a, a 2 ) and (a, a 3 ) . The attribute value of v is a. There should exist another k − 1 nodes whose attribute values are a. Moreover, the k − 1 nodes have the same attribute couplet values with v, i.e., (a, a 1 ), (a, a 2 )  and (a, a 3 ) .
Based on the above intuition, we propose an Attribute Cluster Anonymization (ACA) algorithm to realize k-couplet anoymity. The biggest challenge of k-couplet anonymity problem is the satisfaction of k-couplet attribute values. The AG algorithm makes the nodes within one cluster to have the same attribute values. After that, we modify the structures of the networks to add or delete some attribute couplet values for some nodes.
The main idea of ACA algorithm is given as follows. We first select a cluster V i from {V 1 , V 2 , . . . , V k }. For ∀v ∈ V i , we assume v' neighbor is u ∈ V j . We need to search the network to find whether there are no less than k − 1 nodes having attribute couplet values of (v(A), u(A)). If there are less than k − 1 nodes with the values, we have two choices of operations as following:
• The edges linking the nodes whose attribute couplet values are (v(A), u(A)) are deleted. Thus there is no nodes having the values.
• New edges linking the couplet nodes whose attribute couplet values are (v(A), u(A)) are added to make such nodes no less than k. We define NodeNum(V i , V j ) is the number of nodes in V i which are connected to V j and EdgeNum(V i , V j ) is the number of edges between V i and V j . The choice of the two strategies is dependent on the edge modification cost, i.e., the strategy with less cost is chosen.
Property 2: For ∀v ∈ V i , the neighbor of v is u ∈ V j . If there exist less than k − 1 nodes in V i that connect to nodes in V j , the edge modification cost to make v satisfy the k-couplet anonymity is:
(3) The strategy with less cost should be chosen to modify the edges of networks. k − NodeNum(V i , V j ) represents the cost of adding new edges connecting the nodes between V i and V j to satisfy k-couplet anonymity while EdgeNum(V i , V j ) represents the cost of deleting all the existing edges between V i and V j . When adding extra edges to link more nodes in V i to V j , we need to determine which node couplets should be selected. In order to preserve the utility of the networks, we select the node couplets from the two clusters which have the shortest paths from V i to V j .
Algorithm 3 ACA Algorithm
Input: an attribute social network G = (V , E, A, D, ϕ) , the anonymization requirement parameter k, clusters
for each node v ∈ V i do 3: for each neighbour u of v do 4: Search V i to find nodes {w} which have neighbours in u's cluster 5: if |{w}| < k then 6 :
Delete edges linking the nodes from V i to V j which have attribute values v(A) 8:
Select |k − NodeNum(V i , V j )| node couplets from V i to V j which have the shortest paths and link them 10: return G Algorithm 3 gives the main process of attribute cluster anonymization. We start with selecting a cluster to make all nodes of it to satisfy k-couplet anonymity (Line 1). For each node v in the cluster, all the neighbors should be taken into consideration. v and its neighbor u constitute the attribute couplet values (v(A), u(A)) (Line 2-3). We search the cluster to find the nodes which have neighbors in u's cluster (Line 4). If the number of such nodes is less than k, we should select a strategy to modify the network. The selection method is based on Property 2 (Line 5-9). Finally the k-couplet anonymized network is returned (Line 10).
Because the sizes of the clusters must be not smaller than k, the number of clusters is 
B. APPROXIMATE MULTIPLE-ATTRIBUTE GENERALIZATION (AMAG) ALGORITHM
In the above section, we give the attribute generalization algorithm for single-attribute networks. When nodes have more than one attributes, the attribute generalization is much more complex. The main challenges for solving the problem are as follows:
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• We need to build multiple GTrees for different attributes.
The generalization cost is no longer based on single attribute. A new definition for generalization cost should be proposed based on multiple attributes.
• As mentioned above, we group the nodes into one cluster when they have similar attribute values. When the number of attributes rises, it is difficult for the nodes within one cluster having similar attribute values on all attributes. An approximate attribute generalization algorithm would be given for the problem. To address the challenges above, we give a new generalization cost definition and propose approximate multipleattribute generalization algorithm.
First we need to build GTrees for all the attributes. Then the generalization cost based on multiple GTrees is defined as follows.
Definition 5 (Multiple Generalization Cost): Given an attribute social network
where
is the length of the path from v(A i ) to v(A i ) and h A i is the height of the GTree of
The ranking process of nodes on single-attribute social networks is based on the single GTree. Nodes whose attribute values are close in the GTree are ranked similarly. Now we have more than one GTrees needed to be considered. The nodes whose multiple-attribute values are close in different GTrees are ranked closely. In each GTree T , we call RANK algorithm to select k nodes V T , the intersection of which is selected to insert into the rank. If the size of intersection is less than k. select nodes from V T randomly and insert them into the rank.
Based on the node rank, we propose the AMAG algorithm to generalize the multiple-attribute values of nodes. Similar to AG algorithm, we first select k nodes from the rank to create a new cluster C. It is difficult to decide whether v k+1 should be put into C. It is almost impossible that v k+1 and any node in C have the same ancestors in all GTrees. Here we design an approximate method to decide the cluster of v k+1 . If v k+1 and any node in C have the same ancestors in most GTrees, we can put v k+1 into C. This can be controlled by a parameter. The we choose a set of attribute values for each cluster which minimizes the multiple generalization cost.
Algorithm 4 gives the pseudo-code of the approximate multiple-attribute generalization. For each iteration, we create a cluster whose size is not smaller than k. We select the first k nodes from q and create a new cluster C (Line 1-2) . In each GTree, if the attribute value nodes of v k+1 and any other nodes in C have the same ancestor, we record it (Line 3-5). Then if the number of such GTrees exceeds a specific proportion, we put v k+1 into C (Line 6-7) . If the nodes in q can not construct a cluster, we put the remaining Algorithm 4 AMAG Algorithm Input: an attribute social network G, the anonymization requirement parameter k, a node order
Select the first k nodes from q and create a new cluster C 3: for GTree T do 4: for v k+1 and any node in C have the same ancestor in T do 5: t++ 6: if t ≥ δl then 7: Insert v k+1 into C 8: if |q| < k then 9: Insert the nodes in q into V i 10: until q = ∅ 11: for each cluster V i do 12: Select the attribute values which minimize Based on the above statement, we apply the approximate attribute couplet anonymization algorithm to realize the approximate k-couplet anonymity on multiple-attribute social networks.
V. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
In this section, we performed extensive experiments to evaluate the performance of our algorithms on datasets from real social networks. All experiments were done on a 2.5GHz Intel PC with 4GB main memory. All algorithms were implemented with C language.
A. DATASETS
Coauthor Network 1 : We extracted a subset from the dataset to construct a coauthor network. In the network, nodes represent authors of papers and edges represent the collaboration relation between authors. The attributes of authors are name, keyword and field. The network includes 1461 nodes, 2742 edges and the average degree of the nodes is approximate 3.76.
Citation Network 2 : We extracted a subset from the eprint arXiv dataset to construct a paper citation network. In this network, nodes represent papers and edges represent the citation relation. This network includes 12130 nodes and 76043 edges. The attributes of nodes are keyword, conference and field. The average degree of nodes is almost 12.54.
B. EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION
We evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithms from different aspects through measuring the Degree Distribution (DD), Average Cluster Coefficient (CC), Average Path Length (APL) and Edge Modification (EM) of the k-couplet anonymized networks. Next we give the experimental results on the above evaluation metrics. We first compare the effectiveness of the algorithms for single-attribute couplet anonymization. We implement and evaluate the algorithms on both networks. Fig. 5 shows the degree distribution of the k-couplet anonymized networks. We set k = 5. The x-axis is the node degree and y-axis is the proportion of the nodes which have the degrees. From Fig. 5(a) and 5(b) we can see the anonymized networks have almost the same degree distribution with the original networks in the two real datasets. As shown in Fig. 5(a) , after anonymizing the coauthor network, the node distribution with degrees from 0 to 5 stays unchanged. The difference between the node distributions with degrees from 6 to 10 is not large. The gap of the nodes whose degrees are larger than 10 is even reduced. Fig. 5(b) shows the results of degree distribution on citation network. We can see that the nodes with degrees less than 5 in the original network and anonymized network are distributed differently. The distributions of the nodes from the two networks are similar when the degrees larger than 5. 6 shows the average cluster coefficients of the original networks and the anonymized networks with different algorithms. The x-axis represents the anonymity parameter k and y-axis represent the average cluster coefficients. As we can see from Fig. 6 , there is no clear difference between the two methods of AG+ACA and AMAG+ACA. From Fig. 6(a) we can see the average cluster coefficients decrease with the growth of k in coauthor network. While in citation network as shown in Fig. 6(b) , the average cluster coefficients reach a peak when k = 3 then decline with k's growing. and y-axis represents the average path lengths. As shown in Fig. 7(a) , the average path lengths of AG+ACA algorithms fluctuate from k = 2 to 6 in coauthor network, and then reach a peak when k = 7. After that, the average path lengths decrease. It is mainly caused by the edge modifications. It is probably that many edges are added when k = 7. The similar trend can be observed when evaluating AMAG+ACA algorithms in the coauthor network. From Fig. 7(b) we can see the average path lengths of AG+ACA algorithms decline when k grows in citation network. This is because it needs to add more edges when k is large. The average path lengths of AG+ACA algorithms also decrease with the increase of the value of k. We also observe that the gap between the compared algorithms is not significant. Because the number of edges deleted are more than the edges added, the average path lengths increase in the coauthor networks. While in the citation network, the edges added are more the deleted, the average path lengths decrease when the value of k grows. Fig. 8 compares the edge modifications with different k on single-attribute networks. The x-axis represents the anonymity parameter k and y-axis represents the average edge modifications. From Fig. 8(a) we can see, the added and deleted edges both increase with the growth of k in the coauthor network and the number of deleted edges is more than added edges. In Fig. 8(b) we can see the numbers of added and deleted edges are almost the same from k = 2 to 7 in the citation network. Because the density of citation network is much higher than the coauthor network. Deleting edges from the coauthor network costs less than adding edges while it is a different case in the citation network.
Next we run the approximate multiple-attribute couplet anonymization algorithms on the two networks. We adapted AMAG algorithm and ACA algorithm to conduct the experiments.
C. EFFICIENCY EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the efficiencies of the algorithms proposed in this paper.
We compare the runtime of different algorithms on two real world datasets. Fig. 9 shows the runtime of the proposed algorithms with different k values. The x-axis represents k and y-axis represents the runtime. The efficiencies of the algorithms on single-attribute networks and multipleattribute networks are evaluated as the runtime. From Fig. 9 (a) and 9(b) we can see the time cost of the algorithms increase when k increases. Since it needs to deal with more nodes for the same cluster to make them satisfy the k-couplet anonymity. It is easy to see the time cost of the coauthor network is more than that of the citation network as the size of the citation network is much smaller than coauthor network and more nodes and edges are taken into consideration. We also observe that the AMAG+ACA algorithms on multiple-attribute networks cost much more time than the AG+ACA algorithms on single-attribute networks. From the results we can see, our algorithms have high efficiencies on large networks.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we consider the privacy preserving problem in social networks. Considering the special structure of social networks, we raise a new privacy attack risk termed as attribute couplet attack which utilizes the couplets of attributes to infer the identities in an anonymized social networks. To deal with this attack risk, we propose the concept of k-couplet anonymity and design the corresponding anonymization algorithms. According to the evaluations on multiple public datasets, our proposed algorithms are able to preserve the privacy and utility of the social network dataset effectively under the attribute couplet attacks. 
